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Ancient Silk Road was early “globalization”
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Central Asia part of Ancient Silk Road
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From Iranian to Turkic influence
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Soviet Central Asia
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Kazakhstan
Astana

Almaty
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Kazakhstan’s challenges & opportunities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

18 m people, capital Astana, largest city Almaty
Largest land-locked country with dry steppe region
131 ethnicities - Kazakhs (63%), Russians, Uzbeks,
Ukrainians, Germans, Tatars, and Uyghurs
70% Muslim, 26% Christian
Russian language even status
President Nazarbayev since independence 1991 (re-elected
in 2015 with 97.7% of votes)
“Multi-vector foreign policy” – Russia, China, US etc
2nd largest uranium, chromium, lead, and zinc reserves, 3rd
manganese reserves, 5th copper reserves, top 10 for coal,
iron, and gold, 11th petroleum and natural gas reserves.
Exports diamonds
Extractive industries – 57% industrial output; 13% GDP
80% land agricultural; 70% of which pasture
Wheat (top agricultural export), barley, cotton, and rice
High in corruption but EITI compliant
Grows at 8% p.a. for past decade - top 20 in World
Economic Forum Global Competitiveness Reports
International standards of sustainable development by 20192024 : ecology (especially water) and energy conservation
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Uzbekistan
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Uzbekistan - challenges & opportunities
• Dry, one of world’s two doubly landlocked countries
• Only10% land cultivable. Over irrigated-land in river valleys and
oases. Rest is vast desert and mountains.
• Central Asia's most populous country. 32 million citizens = ½ of
region. V young demographics - 34 % < 14 years of age.
• Uzbeks (81%), Russians (5.4%), Tajiks (4.0%), Kazakhs (3.0%), and
others (6.5%). Majority non-denominational Muslims.
• Authoritarian - torture, arbitrary arrests, and restrictions of freedoms
of religion, speech, press, association and assembly. World's second
highest rate of “modern slavery” ~ 4%.
• Tardy reform - state control, import substitution and selfsufficiency
• Discriminatory tariffs up 100 to 150% making imports unaffordable.
• Bureaucracy dominates; Corruption Perception Index - 156 /176
• World’s (4th) largest gold deposits. Silver. Copper (10th), Uranium
(12th). 11th largest gas company. Oil, coal.
• Agriculture = 26% of labor force, 18% GDP. Rural underemployment 20%
• Aral Sea used to be world’s fourth-largest inland sea, providing air
moisture and irrigation for arid land cultivation. Now size halved and
water to 1/3. Water-thirsty cotton cultivation. Soil pollution –
salinity, fertilizers, pesticides
• Thanks to commodity prices – 26th fastest growing economy
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Kyrgyzstan
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Kyrgyzstan - challenges & opportunities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

80% Muslim; 17% Russia Orthodox
Turkic origin, + Persian, Mongolian and Russian influence.
Foreign domination - Uyghurs (early 9th c), Mongols (17th c), Manchus (early 19th c) and Russia Empire (from 1876)
Almost continuous internal conflicts since 1911 independence
2010 - near-civil-war between Uzbeks and Kyrgyz in South Kyrgyzstan
Revolution forced President Bakiyev with his family to seek asylum in Belarus. Leader of Social Democratic Party and then-PM
Atambayev became President since December 2011
Repression and illiberal laws against women e.g. 2013, banning women under 23 from traveling abroad without a parent or guardian
Corruption Perception Index ranks Kyrgyzstan 136/176
Issyk-Kul Lake in NE Tian Shan largest lake in Kyrgyzstan and 2nd largest mountain lake in world. Heavy winter snowfall leads to
spring floods downstream.
Syr Darya River from 2010 no longer reaches the Aral Sea. Too much water withdrawn upstream to irrigate cotton fields in Tajikistan,
Uzbekistan, and southern Kazakhstan.
9th poorest country in former Soviet Union. Now 2nd poorest in Central Asia. 1/3 under poverty.
800,000 Kyrgyz migrants working in Russia =40% GDP
Agriculture 1/3 GDP, ½ employment. Wheat, sugar beets, potatoes, cotton, tobacco, vegetables, and fruit.
Mountainous - livestock-raising largest agricultural activity. Wool, meat and dairy products.
Traditional farming by hand and horse – lack of transport infrastructure
Substantial mineral reserves - coal, gold, uranium, antimony, and other valuable metals.
Water resources and mountainous terrain enable it to produce and export large quantities of hydroelectric energy.
Limited trade partners include Germany, Russia, China, Kazakhstan, and Uzbekistan
Early reform – first CIS country to accede to WTO but economy now sluggish due to collapsing commodity prices and demands
Way-out – Anti-corruption, transparency, industrial restructuring, foreign aid and investment
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Tajikistan
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Tajikistan - challenges & opportunities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mountainous, landlocked, 7.4 million people
98% Muslim, 87%–95% Sunni, 3% Shia, 7% non-denominational.
Ancient cultures, dating back to the Neolithic and Bronze Ages.
Explorer Zhang Qian 張騫 reign of Wudi 漢武帝(141–87 BCE) enabled commercial relations with Han China to flourish.
Foreign rule by Achaemenid Empire, Sasanian Empire, Hephthalite Empire, Samanid Empire, Mongol Empire, Timurid dynasty, and
the Russian Empire.
1991 post-independence civil war - 1.2 million refugees within and without. All but 25,000 of > 400,000 ethnic Russians, mostly in
industry, fled to Russia.
1997, central government began to take form, with peaceful elections from 1999.
Single dominant-party system (People's Democratic Party) President Rahmon since November 1994.
Authoritarian rule. No public criticism of regime tolerated. Protest severely suppressed; no coverage in local media.
Drug trafficking major illegal source of income
May 2015, Colonel Khalimov, commander of the Interior Ministry’s special-purpose police unit (OMON), defected to ISIS.
47% GDP from immigrant remittances from Tajiks in Russia
20% under poverty line
Agriculture = 75% employment and ~ ¼ GDP, but only 7% land is arable
Tajik Aluminum largest aluminum plant in Central Asia and one of largest in world
Cotton = 60% agricultural output, 75% rural population, using 45% of irrigated arable land.
Mountains > 90% of country, home to Nurek Dam, highest dam in the world. Glaciers major source of runoff for Aral Sea. Over 900
rivers > 10 km. Rivers Vakhsh and Panj have great hydropower potential
70% of population < age of 30. 35% between ages 14 and 30. 2008 tertiary education enrolment only 17%, significantly below the
sub-regional average 37% due to low demand for high-skill jobs.

Turkmenistan
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Turkmenistan - challenges & opportunities
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

Slightly < than Spain, but > California.
1,748 km-long Turkmen shore bordering entirely-landlocked Caspian Sea
Merv, ancient Islamic city on the Silk Road
8th century CE, Turkic-speaking Oghuz tribes moved from Mongolia into Central
Asia
85% Turkmen, 5% Uzbek, 4% Russian and 6% others. 93 % Muslim.
Since independence, Niyazov as chief of state, nationalism + personality cult. 1999
abolished requirements for president to stand for re-election – dictatorial powers –
isolationist – after death, succeeded in 2012 by DPM Berdimuhamedow, 97% of
votes
Former Communist Party, now as Democratic Party of Turkmenistan (DPT), remains
dominant. No true opposition parties.
Severe restrictions on foreign travel. Discrimination against ethnic minorities.
Universities reject non-Turkmen-surname applicants. Closed to independent scrutiny.
Satellite dishes banned. Media and religious freedoms suppressed. Human rights
activists threatened. World Press Freedom Index 178/180 ), > North Korea + Eritrea.
Ranks 4th globally in terms of natural gas reserves. Despite inadequate export routes,
natural gas total exports rose 15% p.a. 2003 to 2008, thanks to higher energy prices,
making it one of the fastest growing economies.
A desert country, intensive agriculture in irrigated areas. Largest crops - cotton, for
export, and wheat, domestically consumed. World’s top ten producers of cotton.
Central planning and state control. Rejects market reform programs.
Since 1993, citizens provided with free electricity, water and natural gas.
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Central Asia’s natural endowments
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Importance of linkage industries – an African case study
BACKWARD LINKAGES
•

Developing outsourcing independent firms (Urzua, 2007) e.g. South Africa mining equipment and
clean coal technology firms – Industrial Policy Action Plan (IPAP) – 10 selected commodities –spilloffs in patented technologies, export of mining and haulage equipment etc.

•

Gold sector in Ghana – (43% of exports (2009), over 50% GDP) – mandatory 10% government
stake without contribution, small-scale mining for Ghanaians only, Made-in-Ghana products
encouraged, development of Ghanaian mining equipment and service companies, training and
localization of staff

FORWARD LINKAGES
•

Diamond industry in Botswana – (40% of GDP, 60% of De Beer’s global supply of rough diamonds
+ high-grade large diamonds) – 2005 re-negotiation of 25-year mining license with De Beers – 50-50
JV Diamond Trading company (DTC) – mandatory release of >$500 m of diamonds for local
cutting-industry with growth targets, creation > 3,000 diamond-cutting jobs, strict penalty for noncompliance, sorting, valuing, cutting and polishing= 1/3 value of mining, taking over London’s role
for “aggregation of diamonds” = sale in parcels, government-established “”Diamond Office” to
develop long-term strategies on mid-level stones as costs > China and India but < Belgium and Israel

•

Zambia’s potential in refined copper productse.g. cathodes and semi-fabricates e.g. plates, sheets
and wires (controlled by one single US multinational due to lack of infrastructure, energy and skills);
$800m new Chambishi China-Zambia Economic Cooperation Zone to offer opportunities for largescale semi-fabricate manufacturing

The Age of Global Connectivity
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From oil and gas to refineries and chemicals
Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan, and Uzbekistan
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From base metals to semi-finished spare parts and components
Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan
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From gold and diamonds to jewelry
Uzbekistan (gold), Kazakhstan(gold & diamonds)
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From cotton to clothing and fashion
Tajikistan and Turkmenistan
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From Meat, diary, wheat and fruit to packaged products
Kyrgyzstan
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From sunshine and water to solar and hydroelectric power
Tajikistan
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From scenic mountains, lakes and rivers to eco-tourism
Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan
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From young demographics to innovative and digital economy
Uzbekistan and Tajikistan
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Pre-requisites - good governance
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Pre-requisites – infrastructural connectivity
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China’s OBOR offers epochal opportunities
81,000 km (50,000 miles) high-speed rail to be built in 65 countries. Potential investment estimated at $1.4
trillion = 12 x Marshal Plan ($120b in today’s prices)
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…. embedding a China-Central Asia- West Asia Economic Corridor
e

China’s pipelines connecting Central Asia
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…… with real money on the table
• China contributes $40 billion to set up a Silk
Road infrastructure fund to boost
connectivity across Asia, through building
roads, railways, ports and airports across
Central Asia and South Asia.
• To focus on China's Silk Road Economic Belt
and the 21st Century Maritime Silk Road
initiative.
• To be "open" and welcome investors from
Asia and elsewhere.
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…. and a new Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank
• 57 Founding Country Members including 16 of
world’s largest economies (except US, Japan,
Canada, Mexico) and key US allies (latest
Philippines)
• All BRICS countries included. Nearly all of
Western Europe, except Belgium and Ireland.
• Non-Asian countries limited to overall 25% shares

Final list of 57 founding members of the AIIB
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Bangladesh
Brazil
Brunei
Cambodia
China
Denmark
Egypt
Finland
France
Georgia
Germany
Iceland
India
Indonesia
Iran
Israel
Italy

Jordan
Kazakhstan
Kuwait
Kyrgyzstan
Lao
Luxembourg
Malaysia
Maldives
Malta
Mongolia
Myanmar
Nepal
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Oman
Pakistan
Philippines

Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Republic of Korea
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
South Africa
Spain
Sri Lanka
Sweden
Switzerland
Tajikistan
Thailand
Turkey
UAE
United Kingdom
Uzbekistan
Vietnam
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….. meeting $8 trillion Asian infrastructure needs
AIIB - 57 Founding Member Countries including key US allies, $50b paid-in capital, $100b authorized capital

•
•
•
•

World Bank president reserved for an
American
IMF head for an European
ADB – Japan’s voting power 2X China’s
Bretton Woods institutions follow
Washington Consensus – full
privatization and liberalization of
markets, exchange rate, interest rates,
trade and investment, tight budget – Not
33
working for most developing countries

….. supported by New Development Bank (BRICS Bank)
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Representing 41.4% (3 b)
world population, 25% of
world land mass and GDP
HQ in Shanghai; African
regional centre in
Johannesburg
Inaugural President from
India
Inaugural Chairman of B
of Directors from Brazil
Inaugural Chairman of B
of Governors from Russia
No veto power for any
Member
No increase in any
Member’s share without
other 4 Members agreeing
Non-BRICS country can
join but BRICS share >
55%
Authorized lending up to
$34 b p.a., to start in 2016
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Potential investments in Central Asia natural resources
Joint Chinese investment in Central Asia natural resources
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Public-private inbound-outbound opportunities
• Inbound and outbound
private sector investment
opportunities with China
• E.g. real estate,
telecommunications, ecommerce, financials,
tourism, education,
creative industries, and
green technologies.
• China’s proactive role in
Paris COP21 Climate
Change Agreement and
development of world’s
largest green bond
market
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Unprecedented middle-class explosion 88% in Asia
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Hong Kong as global connector to and from China
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High speed rail link to heart of China
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5-S for sustainable development – Scrutization
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5-S for sustainable development – Systemization
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5-S for sustainable development – Sanitization
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5-S for sustainable development – Standardization
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5-S for sustainable development – Self Discipline
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